CABO NATIONAL RULE EXAM 2012-2013
QUESTIONS
1. During the opening jump ball, jumper A1 taps the ball directly out of bounds. B1 violates during the
ensuing throw-in by Team B. Team A is then awarded a throw-in and A2 controls the ball on the playing
court. Shall Team B be awarded the next alternating possession throw-in?
2. A5 is dribbling the ball in his backcourt and passes the ball toward A3. A3 has both feet completely in the
frontcourt. The ball contacts A3's leg and bounces back directly to A1 who touches the ball in the
backcourt. Has a violation occurred?
3. While A3 is dribbling the ball in Team A’s backcourt, B5 is injured. Play is interrupted and injured B5 is
replaced. When play resumes, shall Team A be awarded a new 24-second shot clock and a new 8second backcourt count?
4. With 1:05 remaining in the first extra period, Team A has control of the ball in their backcourt when a
technical foul is assessed to Coach B. Following Team A’s free throws, Team A is granted a time-out.
Shall the Team A throw-in be awarded at the “throw-in line” in Team A’s frontcourt opposite the scorer’s
table?
5. B5 is assessed a technical foul. A7 replaces A3 and attempts the free throws. Before the ball becomes
live after the last successful free throw, A3 requests to substitute for A2. Shall A3 be permitted to re-enter
the game at this time?
6. A5 ends a dribble and attempts a try for goal. The ball does not touch the rim. A5 retrieves the ball
without the ball having made contact with any other player. A5 then begins a dribble. Is this a legal play?
7. A3’s field goal try is in the air when A5 and B4 commit a double foul. The try misses the basket. The shot
clock shows 7 seconds and the possession arrow favors Team A. Shall the shot clock be reset to 14
seconds for Team A's alternating possession throw–in?
8. To begin the third period, the centre line throw-in pass by A3 is caught by A5 who jumped from Team A’s
frontcourt, caught the ball while airborne and landed straddling the centre line. Is this a violation?
9. B5 fouls dribbler A3 in Team A’s frontcourt with 6 seconds on the shot clock and 11 seconds remaining in
nd
the 2 period. This is Team B’s third team foul of the period. Shall the shot clock be reset to 14 seconds
for the Team A throw-in?
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10. While A2 is holding the ball during the alternating possession throw-in to start the 4 period, A4 commits
a foul. Shall Team A lose the right to the next alternating possession throw-in as a result of the foul?
11. A5 is awarded two free throws. While the ball is dead following the first free throw, B1 is assessed a
technical foul. Substitute A8 now requests to enter the game to replace A1. Shall A8 be permitted to
enter the game immediately?
12. B5 is guarding A5 who is holding the ball. Must B5 allow room for A5 to pivot?
13. After the ball is placed at the disposal of A1 for his only free throw, Team A requests a time out. A1
violates during the free throw. Shall Team A be granted the time-out at this time?
14. On A2's final free throw, the ball hits the ring and bounces directly above it when the ball is tapped into
the basket by A5. Shall two points be awarded to A5?
15. A4 has been dribbling the ball for 3 seconds in Team A’s backcourt when A2 and B2 commit a double
foul. When play resumes, shall Team A have 5 seconds to move the ball into Team A’s frontcourt?
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16. With 1:23 remaining in the 4 period, A2 commits a 3-second violation. Team A is granted a time out.
When play resumes, shall Team B's throw-in be administered at the throw-in line in Team B's frontcourt
opposite the table?
17. A4 jumps and attempts a 3-point field goal. While the ball is in the air, the 24-second signal sounds. After
the signal, with A4 still in the air, B4 commits an unsportsmanlike foul on A4. The ball enters the basket.
The officials count the basket and award A4 two free throws followed by a Team A throw-in at the centre
line extended, opposite the scorer’s table. Are the officials correct?
18. While attempting to retrieve a loose ball, A4 strikes the ball with his fist and directs the ball to a
teammate. Is this a violation?
19. While play is in progress, Head Coach A is sitting on the team bench. May Assistant Coach A remain
standing and verbally address his players?
20. Team A is awarded a throw-in with 0:00.2 displayed on the game clock. While airborne, A4 catches A1's
throw-in and releases it before the game clock sounds to end the period. The ball enters the basket.
Should the basket count?
21. B4 commits an unsportsmanlike foul on dribbler A5. Before the ball becomes live for A5’s first free throw,
A4 is called for a technical foul. The officials rule that the two penalties cancel each other. The
possession arrow favours Team B. Are the officials correct in awarding a throw-in to Team A?
22. A5 erroneously goes to the line to attempt the two free throws merited by A4. The error is discovered
before the ball becomes live after the successful second free throw. Shall the officials cancel the two
free throws and resume the game with a Team B throw-in from the free-throw line extended?
23. While the ball is in the air on a try for goal by A1 with 10 seconds remaining on the 24-second clock, B2
nd
fouls A4. It is team B's 2 foul in the period. The ball enters the basket. The officials count the basket by
A1 and award the ball to Team A for a throw-in at the place closest to where the foul occurred, and reset
the 24-second clock to 24 seconds. Are the officials correct?
24. On a final free throw by A1, B4 steps into the restricted area before the release of the free throw. A1
then releases the ball but steps on the free-throw line before the ball reaches the basket. The ball then
enters the basket. The officials disallow the basket and call a jump ball. Are the officials correct?
25. After A4’s shot for a field goal, the ball rebounds from the ring and falls again on the ring and is rolling on
it with a possibility to enter the basket. The ball is still touching the ring when B4 touches the basket or
backboard. Is this an interference violation?
26. A4 stands with both feet completely in his frontcourt near the centre line when he attempts a bounce
pass to A5, who is also standing with both feet completely in his frontcourt near the centre line. On the
pass, the ball touches the backcourt before being caught by A5. Is this a violation?
27. While play is in progress and the Head Coach is seated, the Assistant Coach stands within his team
bench area and addresses an official. Is this permitted?
28. A1 is in the act of shooting and is fouled by B1. A1 continues his movement and the horn sounds for the
end of the period before A1 releases the ball. A1 then releases the ball which enters the basket. Shall
the basket be disallowed?
29. While dribbling in the restricted area toward the basket, A1 is fouled by B1 just before starting the act of
shooting. A1 continues his movement, releases the ball which enters the basket. The official disallows
the basket and awards a throw-in to Team A. Should Team A's throw-in take place at the free throw line
extended?
30. A4 scores a basket. Before the ball becomes live, A5 pushes B5. The official calls a technical foul on A5.
Is the official correct?

31. B3 commits a basket interference violation and 2 points are awarded to Team A. May a time-out be
granted to Team B at this time?
32. Following a try for goal by A1, the ball is on the rim when B1 jumps and bats the ball away. Is this a
violation by B1?
33. B1 is in a legal guarding position in front of A1. A1 jumps to attempt a try for goal. B1 jumps vertically
with his arms extended above his shoulders. In releasing the ball, A1's hands contact B1's arms. The try
is unsuccessful because of the contact. Should a foul be called on B1?
34. A4 is injured and the game is stopped. Coach A requests a time-out after a substitute for A4 has entered
the game. At the end of the time-out, shall A4 who has recovered, be permitted to remain in the game?
35. While the ball is in flight on the last free throw by A1, A2 and B2 commit a double foul after which A1
commits a free-throw violation. The possession arrow favours Team A. Shall Team A be awarded an
alternating possession throw-in?
36. While A-2 is dribbling above the 3-point line, A1 and B1 near the basket commit a double foul. Shall the
official award a throw-in to Team A at a place nearest the spot of the foul?
37. A1’s backcourt throw-in is deflected by B1. A2 who is airborne from the frontcourt, catches the ball and
lands in the backcourt. The official rules this a legal play. Is the official correct?
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38. The signal sounds to end the 4 period with the score Team A 82 and Team B 81. A4 then pushes B4.
Shall a technical foul be assessed to A4?
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39. The possession arrow favors Team A. Before the throw-in to start the 2 period, A2 is assessed a
technical foul. After the free throws by a Team B player, shall play resume with a Team B throw-in at the
centre line extended opposite the table?
40. Team A is awarded an alternating possession throw-in. B-3 fouls A-3 after the throw-in has been touched
in-bounds. The official rules that the arrow remain in favor of Team A because Team A shall not lose its
alternating possession throw-in opportunity as the result of a foul. Is the official correct?
41. During the jump ball, jumper A1 taps the ball which strikes the floor in Team A's frontcourt. A-2 from the
frontcourt without controlling the ball taps the ball to A3 who is in the backcourt. The official rules a legal
play. Is the official correct?
42. With 0:00.2 on the game clock, A2 is fouled by B2 while attempting to tap A1's throw-in pass into the
basket. Was B2's foul committed during the act of shooting?
43. A1 catches the ball while airborne, lands on one foot, jumps off that foot, lands on both feet, and jumps
again to attempt a try for goal. Is this a legal play?
44. The official blows his whistle for a foul committed by B2 against A1 who is in the act of shooting. The ball
is rolling on the ring when B3 slaps ball away. Is this a violation by B3?
45. A1 is dribbling the ball near a sideline. A1 loses his balance and steps out-of-bounds without touching
the ball which remains in-bounds without being touched by any other player. A1 returns on the playing
court and continues his dribble. Is this a legal play?
46. After gaining control of a rebound, B2 excessively swings the elbows without making contact on an
opponent. Is this a violation?
47. A1 has the ball for a throw-in. A1 reaches across the plane of the boundary line with the ball and B1
grasps the ball so that now both A1 and B1 have a firm grip on the ball. Is this a jump ball situation?
48. In Team A’s frontcourt, A1 passes to A2, but B1 deflects the ball out of bounds. The shot clock shows 9
seconds. On Team A’s throw-in, shall the shot clock remain at 9 seconds?
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49. With 1:02 to play in the 4 period, the ball has left the hands of thrower-in A4 when B5 causes contact
on the playing court with A5 who is about to receive the ball. Should this be an unsportsmanlike foul?
50. Players A4 and B4 are involved in a fight. No team bench personnel leave the team bench areas. A4 and
B4 are disqualified. Shall Coaches A and B each be assessed a technical foul?

